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THE TOTAL SYMBOL OF A PSEUDO-
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR

BENT E. PETERSEN

Abstract. This note presents a direct completely coordinate-

free proof that the symbols of a pseudo-differential operator are

differential operators whose coefficients are functions on the

higher order cotangent bundles.

Let M be a smooth manifold and let E and F be complex smooth

vector bundles on M (smooth = C°°). In [l] L. Hörmander defines a

pseudo-differential operator from E to F to be a continuous linear map

P:T"(E)—>TK(F) such that there exists a sequence r0>n> • • • —*

— «o of real numbers such that we have an asymptotic expansion

00

(1) e-^«P(eik«s) ~ £ pk(s, g)Xrt
k=0

in the following sense. If sEY™(E) and if K is a compact subset of

C°°(M:R) such that gEK implies dg9é0 on supp s then, for each

integer iV>0,

(2) Jx-'aYî-^PO^î) - £ Pk(s, g)\r*\ :\ è 1, gEÀ

is a bounded subset of T°°(F). Here T'°(F) denotes the smooth sec-

tions of F, r" (E) the compactly supported smooth sections of E, and

CX(M:R) the smooth real-valued functions on M. All these spaces are

provided with the usual Schwartz topologies.

A few properties of the asymptotic expansion are immediate. From

(2) we see that, for each integer n ^ 0,

Pn(s, g) =   lim A-Me-^PO^'j) - £ Pk(s, g)\Th)
*-»» \ k<n /

(3)
k<n

where the convergence is in the topology of TX(F), uniformly for

gEK. By induction it follows that Pn(s, g) depends continuously on

g for gEK. From (3) we also have that the expansion (1) is unique

and that Pn(s, g) is positively homogeneous in g of degree rk, and

linear in j for supp sC {xEM:dg(x)9¿0}. Now suppose A is a corn-
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pact subset of M and let K be a compact subset of Cm(M:R) such

that gEK implies dg9e0 on A. The subspace r°° (E\ A) of T" (E) con-

sisting of sections with supports in A is a Fréchet space. Then by the

Banach-Steinhaus theorem and induction on (3), s—»P„(s, g) is a

continuous linear map of TœiE\A) into TM(F) for each gEK and we

have the following stronger version of (2). If 73 is a bounded subset of

r"(£) and K is a compact subset of CX(M:R) and c>0, such that if

gEK and sEB then \dg\ ^c on supp s, then, for each integer N>0,

(2)'      k-'« (e-^Pie^s) - 2 P*(i, g)\A :\^l,gEK,sEB\

is a bounded subset of TaiF).

The purpose of this note is to give a completely coordinate-free

proof of the following theorem.

Theorem. Let P be a pseudo-differential operator with asymptotic

expansion (1). For each integer k^O there exists a unique fibre-preserving

smooth map

<TkiP):T7k+1^Komif\E),F)

positively homogeneous of degree r*, where nie is the greatest integer in

ro—rk, such that if sETfiE), gECxiM:R), dg^O on supp s, then

°-k(P)-jnh(dg)-jnk(s) = Pkis, g)-

In particular

o-o(P) : T* - (0) -» Hom(£, F)    and   aoiP) -dg-s = Pois, g).

This theorem has previously been announced in [3] and [4] with-

out proof. ffkiP) is called the &th symbol of P and o-0(P) is called the

top order symbol or frequently just the symbol of P. A proof of the

theorem may be based on the explicit coordinate expressions given in

[l] for the Ph- These expressions however follow from some delicate

Fourier transform estimates whereas the present method involves

only some simple manipulations of asymptotic series.

We begin by explaining some of the notation. Jn(E) denotes the rath

jet bundle of E [2, Chapter 4], and jn is the rath jet extension map.

T*n is the rath order cotangent bundle of M and may conveniently be

defined as the kernel of the canonical morphism Jn(l)—»1 where 1 de-

notes the trivial real line bundle. It is easy to see that T*n may be

regarded as a subbundle of Jn~1(T*) and that if gEC°°(M:R) then

jn-i(dg) is a section of T*n and that such sections generate the fibres.

For each «^ 1 we have a natural morphism irn: T*n—»P* and we now
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define T^ = tv'1 (T* - (0)). In particular P0*1= 2"*-(0). Here P*-(0)

denotes the complement of the zero section in T*.

The theorem then says that P*(s, g) is a linear differential operator

of degree ^w* in 5 with coefficients that are (nonlinear) differential

operators in dg of degree Snk. At the end of the proof we will show

that whereas the dependence on dg may be highly nonlinear, the

derivatives of dg enter polynomially. The following lemma is the key

to the proof. We note that by adding some zero terms to the expan-

sion (1) we may assume that for each integer k^O there exists an

integer k + > k such that rk+ = r* — 1.

Lemma. Let sET?(E), g, hEC'c(M:R) and suppose that d(g+th) 9*0

on supp s for 0 ^ t ^ 1. Then for each xEMwe have

(4)    Pk(s, g + h)(x) - Pk(s, g)(x) = i j    Pk+((h - h(x))s, g + th)(x)dt.

To prove the lemma note that

\-rNL-iMi,+th)preiHg+th)Ql _ 1fo))s) -  £ p4((A _ h(x))s,g+th)xA
V k<N I

when evaluated at x is a bounded set in C([0, l], Fx) for Xèl. If we

integrate over / we obtain a bounded set in Fx, i.e. we have an

asymptotic expansion

0

M f  p(e*°(h - h(x))eW-h<*»s)(x)di
J 0

CO /»   1

~IV       Pk((h - h(x))s, g + th)(x)dt.
k-0 J 0

But now

eix„(eixo»-iK*)) _ \)s = ix j    eiXi(£ _ h(x))etKi<-h-hM'>sdt
•J 0

where the integral converges in T"(E), since the integrand as a func-

tion of / belongs to C([0, 1], T"(E)). Thus P commutes with the

integral and therefore

e-i\(g+h)(x)pçei\(.g+k)s^rx^ _ er^iMp(eiKiis)(x)

= <r-a»p(e»'>*(<>«'M*-*<*» _ l)s)(x)

ri
£ X^+H       Ph((h - h(x))s, g + th)(x)dt
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which completes the proof of the Lemma. We now prove the The-

orem.

Suppose s G r," (E),gE C* (M : R) and x E M. Suppose hECx(M:R),

h (x) = 0 and d (g + th) ^ 0 on supp 5 for 0 ¿ t ¿ 1. Replacing h by rh and

t by tr-1 (0 <r < 1) in (4) by continuity of the argument of the integral

we see that

iPk+(hs, g)(x) = {d/dt)Ptis, g + th)ix) |i=0.

Putting it differently, if for each integer k = 0 we define Pk~(s, g) by

P*_(j, g) = Piis, g)        iil+ = k   for some I ^ 0,

= 0 otherwise,

then

(5) iPkihs, g)ix) = id/dt)Pt-is, g + th)ix) !<_„

where (5) may be seen to hold for those k not of the form /+ merely

by adding sufficient zero terms to the expansion (1) before going

through the above arguments.

Suppose now that we have shown that P*_ is a differential operator

in5of degree ¿N. If 5 vanishes atx of order N+Í thenP4_(s, g+th)ix)

= 0 and hence, by (5), PkQis, g)(x)=0. Thus Pk is a differential

operator in s of degree ¿ N+1. Since P&_ = 0 if ro — rk < 1 it follows by

induction that Pk is a differential operator in 5 of degree ¿nk. In

particular Pk is local in s.

Now suppose that sET'iE), g, g'ECxiM:R) with dg^O and

dg'^0 on supp s and suppose that for some xEM we have jnk(dg)(x)

=jnkidg')ix). We wish to show that Pk(s, g)(x)=P*(s, g')ix). If xE

supp s we are done since Pk is local in s. If x£supp 5 since dgix)

= dg'(x) and Pk is local in s we may cut down the support of s so that

(1— t)dg+tdg'¿¿0 on supp 5 for 0¿t¿l. Now let h = g — g' so h — hix)

vanishes of order at least nk + 2=nk+ + l at x. Then

Pk+Hh - hix))s, g+th)ix) = 0

for 0¿t¿í, since Pk+ is a differential operator in s of degree ¿nk+.

Thus by (4) we have

Pkis, g')ix) = Pt(s, g + *)(*) = P.is, g)ix).

Remark 1. We observe that induction on (4) yields that if

serc"(£), g, hECaiM:R), d(g+th)^0 on supp 5 for 0¿t¿l and if

x£Jl7then, for each integer N>0,
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Pk(s, g + h)(x) = E 77 Pk+w((h - h(x))ls, g)(x)
KN   l-

AT   T1 Ç1 N-l N-2
+ l      \        •  •   ■   I      h      t2        ■   •   ■ tjf-1

" 0 " 0

N
■Pk+(.N)((h — h(x)) s, g+ ht2 ■ ■ ■ tNh)(x)dh ■ ■ ■ dh

where k +(l) =k + + ■ ■ ■ + (/times). Suppose now that h vanishes of

order 2 at x. If we choose N>nk then the integral term vanishes and it

follows that Pk(s, g) is polynomial in the derivatives of g of order ^ 2.

Remark 2. In [l] Hörmander shows that pseudo-differential

operators admit formal transposes. Suppose that P:T^(E)—>TX(F) is

a pseudo-differential operator and suppose that dv is a smooth density

on M. Then the formal transpose of P is the unique pseudo-differential

operator P':T^(F*)-*T'°(E*) such that

(6) Í   (P'w, s)dv =   Í   (w, Ps)dv
J M J M

for sET"(E), coEYc(F*). From (6) and the uniqueness of the

asymptotic expansions of P and P' we see that the expansions have

the same exponents rk and

r <¿v(Wl g), s)dv = r (w, pk(s, -g))dv
J M "M

for sET7(E), wET?(F*), gECK(M:R), dg9¿0 on supp sWsupp «.
Thus the differential operator co—>P'k(w, g) is just the formal trans-

pose of the differential operator s—>Pk(s, —g).
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